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About This Game

The Gnomelands of Ventocia are in turmoil!

You are the last free Gnome, on a quest to rescue the enslaved Gnomekin from the evil Fairy King and the spells of his Fairy
Daughters. Jump, slash, and twirl your way through mystical worlds riddled with Mushroom Monsters, Kittybats, Gorphs, and
more. Harness untold magic and recruit new allies to unleash magical mayhem in the final stand against the tyranny of the evil

Fairies.
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The game is gorgeous and has great music, but it isn't the space sim it appears.

1. There are no physics even on planets.

2. There is a hit indicator but it makes no noise so when you actually get attacked by a random drone you you'll most likely be
toasted as the AI rarely miss.

3. If you're looking for an interesting campaign there isn't one.

4. The only working game mode in single player is Waves which is only on one level. If you attempt to create your own match
with a set number of drones they will spawn around you instantly killing you before you explore.

5. Multiplayer is dead so I can't tell you if it's worth it.

Yes it's early access but unless they change around the mechanics I don't see much promise here.

. Finally finished this frustrating game. The story was intriguing but the slow walking and puzzles that FORCED YOU TO PICK
UP EVERYTHING IN A VERY SPECIFIC ORDER is not fun. Don't waste your money and time on this game. I regret buying
it.. Sad \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing excuse for a DLC. Not going to pre-order another DB game ever again. Such
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t.. 8 hungry Indie Developers of 10.. One of the best singleplayer games I've
ever played.
The gameplay is good and the soundtrack awesome.
I can easily assume that it's between my top 10!. PROS:
* short and sweet
* decent story
* can get all endings in an hour

CONS:
* the 'mini-game' is completely random and feels like it's thrown in just to use time
* none of the romance options are that great
* dialogue seems forced at times
* the anime style characters look far too young and talk too young/modern for people who are supposed to be in their 30s

Overall, it's not a bad game. There aren't many choices to be made, and the only one that actually matters is at the very end. You
can save right before you make a choice, load the save, and get all 3 endings in a matter of minutes. If it's on sale, might be
worth it to waste an hour. It's a good one-shot game for YouTubers.. This one surprised me. The surreal polished aesthetic
combined with the use of room scale gave me a sense of presence I wasn't expecting in an on-rails experience. Also, the gunplay
was oddly satisfying. I just wanted to spin around and kill those monsters forever yelling "DIE! DIE! DIE!".

Somewhat short, left me wanting more, but totally worth 3 bucks. Honestly, if I didn't own a vive and I saw this at an arcade in
public I would have paid $5+ for just one play and I would have walked away happy.

Now back to to Overwatch.
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Pros:
- Graphics still hold up to this day!
- OUTSTANDING sound, especially with a headset. Each shot is not a toy, but a terrifying panic-enducing alarm which you
must keep a level head through to survive.
- Damage makes sense - shot with a 9 mil? Are you wearing armor thick enough to stop it from killing you? Your leg is injured,
you are limping and bleeding in pain. That shotgun is too close, there is no surviving that.
- Monumental gameplay mechanics (described in my rant below)
- SO MANY MODS!

Cons:
- No online servers left alive (aside from 4 or 5 hard-to-find custom servers)
- AI is overpowered in some moments and stupid in others

Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six 3 - were to start? I have infinite praise for this game.

This game is undeniably aged, but the gameplay mechanics still remain a pillar of tactical shooters to this day. Whether you go
on a mission with a team of expert counter-terorist operatives, or you head into a mission lone-wolf, alertness and strategy is key
to success - your life, your team's lives and the lives of helpless hostages all depend on your execution, which cannot be anything
less than perfect.

Before each mission you may chose from a range of multi-national Rainbow Operatives to accompany you on a mission. Each
operative has his/her specialty - be it alertness, stealth, leadership or skills with various equipment from breaching charges to
sniper support to clearing rooms in close-quarters combat. It is up to you to decide each member's loadout (primary, secondary,
type of ammunition, accessories, armor type, etc.,) You may chose to go in with a single squad or split up into 3 separate squads.
Then comes the fun part - mission planning: drawing up a master plan takes time and dedication to carrying out a successful
mission with zero casualties. Doing so you can rely on your fellow squad members to carry out your plans perfectly
automatically - while you are sweeping the basement another squad that you assembled will sweep the roof for you, according to
plan. But beware, everything relies on perfection.. As I said in my Empire review, this is basically a refinement of that minus the
huge map spanning half the world sadly.

Covers the period from Napoleon's first battle as an artillery officer to his rise as Emperor of France and his last battle of
Waterloo.

The game has mostly 19th century technology but also dwells a bit in the later such and early 20th century with the use of Steam
and "armored" Ironclad ships.

Not much to say besides that, CA pretty much improved most of the game from what they learned from Empire. Graphics are a
bit better, AI is a bit more intelligent and was event featured in one of LegendOfTotalWar's top 5 AI videos, UI is greatly
improved and the economy and politics of the game are streamlined so it's less of a hassle to build up a province altho it doesn't
allow you as much freedom as in Empire which is sad.

Again if CA only came back to give the game a workshop that'd be awesome because there are some kickass mods developed
for the game like Radious's Mod, The Great War mod and so on.. Game is fine,but the lack of save point or quick save ruin my
interests on this game. I am good stealth player and I enjoy playing stealth game. But when I play this game, I always get into a
situation dat I made a small mistake and to make a perfect stealth, I have to go through the mission again from the very starting
point. This is just annoying and boring. Because of this I cant recommand this game.. This game should come with a medical
warning. It's a 99 cent acid trip with a significant chance of a brain damaging freak out.

It was so nonsensical, my jaw dropped several times when I finally figured out the next random sequence of object interactions
that drove the "plot" forward. At first, this was frustrating, but then it got funny - really funny - laugh out loud funny as the
game moved on (the use for the piranha wins the prize for absurdity). I have completed the game and its bizarre epilogue, and I
still have no idea what was going on. I've got to believe this was intentional. It's as if the developers took the half-baked ideas
and glaring plot holes from a dozen different low budget Sci-Fi movies and used a random number generator to assign them a
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position in the game's "script". This isn't merely a language translation problem (though there were several of these throughout
the game) this is total lack of pyschological coherence problem, and it is (intentionally?\/unintentionally?) hilarious like an Ed
Wood movie.

I am recommending the game only to people who have read the above description of my playthrough and thought - "I've got to
see this fever dream." If you read the description and had any other reaction, I do not recommend this game.. To anyone who
said this game was shorter. I don't think so anyway!. The game price are fairly valuable.

As well, is a wild version of Professor Layton Mystery Solving puzzle game (Yup!, many people said that about this game).
Includes fiendish puzzles (but some puzzles are piece of cake!), great "papercraft-look" landscapes, great stories, and funny
characters (well, especially I like Flommerly's voice and it makes me laugh especially his lost face and win face reaction LOL!).

You'd better get this game alongside it's second episode "RoadtRIP!", but getting Jacob Jones bundle is more cheaper than you
buy all of them in one price each. Also, the game looks was completely great and better on PC and iPad than from android
tablets. I was thinking why not this little game to be Steam exclusives alongside with "Costume Quest" series for kids?.

Hoping the third episode will come out because there is something that what is predicted from episode 1 and 2?.. great chill
game :))))))). Wow - what a blast! We dove right in and were just blasting each other and laughing our heads off. Well done -
looks like a developer who keeps building on the content with updates and bug fixes too - well done sir!. Like a real football.
Nice game.
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